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Welcome to the SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN Newsletter! Our project aims at
connecting and informing the environment research community in ASEAN and
the EU. We hope you find the information useful. Please feel free to point us
to other relevant news at any time!

Visit us online for more information on the project or subscription options.

View this email in your browser

Newsletter #4
Over the course of the last months, a lot has happened in SUSTAIN
EU-ASEAN! Nine newly funded projects, three new publications,
two upcoming events, two fresh activities and a workshop on
urban climate action are only a few of them.

Welcome to the fourth edition of the SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN newsletter! This
newsletter contains information on three publications authored within the SUSTAIN
EU-ASEAN project. It further presents results of a workshop on urban climate
action and resource efficiency, which was held during the STI Days 2015 in Paris,
and provides first insights into the currently developed and soon-to-be-launched
project toolbox. Last but not least we can announce nine newly funded projects
and a new foresight task carried out by the project. And don't forget to pay
attention to the upcoming events in the project, both now and at the beginning of
July!

Nine newly funded projects by SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN

Through its Call for Research and Implementation proposals, SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN
currently supports mobility and networking in nine projects. The projects were
selected in a peer review procedure. They connect with, advance and expand
existing bi-regional research cooperation endeavours in areas like waste
prevention, emission reduction or resource management. The SUSTAIN
implementation partners have identified projects and are actively supporting
twinning activities (i.e. provision of funds and interactive process) on research and
implementation cooperation. The abstracts of the funded projects can be found on
our website with specific activities and expected results from each project.
 

Soon-to-be-launched toolbox in SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN

The SUSTAIN project is about to launch the (virtual) toolbox to bring its support to
researchers in the fields of climate action, resource efficiency, and raw materials
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researchers in the fields of climate action, resource efficiency, and raw materials
to a new level!
The project's web platform will soon offer a funding overview for ASEAN or EU
countries and, what is more, provide detailed funding opportunities.
Another prominent feature will be Partnering & Networking: an updated database
with enhanced filtering options makes it more comfortable to find the right
individual or organisation for future collaboration!

Stay tuned on www.sustain-eu-asean.net/

 

Two upcoming events in SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN

Regional Forum on Climate Change (RFCC)*, 1-3 July 2015, Asian  Institute of
Technology, Thailand  - www.rfcc2015.ait.asia  With the title 'EU-ASEAN
Project Twinning Actions', Dr. Wathanyu  Amatayakul from SEI Asia will
present in the forum on 2nd July in  Technical session (TS18: Mainstreaming
Climate Change)
 
Climate Change International Technical and Training Center (CITC)*,  3rd
July, Wuppertal Institute, Berlin office  SUSTAIN project will be presented in
the meeting with some experts from  CITC (Thailand) on 3rd July, where
Capacity Building on Climate Change  in ASEAN countries will be discussed.
 

The Future of
Environment Research
between Southeast
Asia and Europe

SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN is
starting a new task
delivering a small
foresight exercise on
the 2030 future of
collaborative
environment research
between Southeast Asia
and Europe. Together
with its partner
network and other
stakeholders, a vision
for future collaboration

SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN
workshop during STI
Days 2015

From March 17-19, the
second ASEAN-EU STI
Days were held in Paris,
France. In different
workshops, various
topics like the ASEAN
Economic Community,
Health Strategy & Policy
Dialogue, R&I
Cooperation, Food
Security and Safety, or
Water Management
were presented to the
audience. The SUSTAIN
EU-ASEAN project
organised one of these

Three new
publications within
SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN

Over the course of the
last few weeks, the
SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN
project has published
three project
publications. The first is
a report outlining
existing EU-ASEAN
research cooperation in
the field of climate
action, resource
efficiency and raw
materials. It reviews
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for future collaboration
will be developed.
Results will be gradually
made public over the
next couple of months.
If you are an interested
stakeholder, feel free to
contact us! We are
pleased to involve you
in the process!
Stay updated on our
project website.

organised one of these
workshops with the title
"Urban Climate Action
and Resource Efficiency
in Southeast Asia:
Thematic Gaps and
Project Financing".
Among the speakers in
the workshop were
Shritu Shrestha from
Wuppertal Institute
representing the
project leader of
SUSTAIN EU-ASEAN,
Patanin Kridiborworn
from NSTDA/Thailand,
Nguyen Minh Hoang
from NASATI/Vietnam,
Anil Kumar from
AIT/Thailand and
Alexander Degelsegger
from ZSI/Austria. Read
more...

materials. It reviews
ongoing collaborative
projects at multilateral
and bilateral level.
Building on this, the
second publication, a
Working Paper, presents
gaps in joint
environment research
between the EU and
ASEAN. The third
publication, also a
Working Paper, sheds
light on the funding
framework for
collaborative
environment research
work
Find all information
about these
publications here...
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sustainable development between Europe and Southeast Asia. For more information please visit our
website or find us on twitter #SustainEuAsean.
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